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This amendment against Tender No. CJI6227P21 is issued as under:
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Existing Clause

Amended Clause

In case, a MSE bidder is
participating on the basis of
technical collaboration/joint venture
or in consortium with a non-MSE
Party, such bidder will not be eligible
for Purchase Preference for MSE
bidders. Also, in case a MSE bidder
is participating on basis of technical
or financial strength of their parent
company, sister company or
subsidiary which are non-MSE
entities, then such bidder will not be
eligible for Purchase Preference for
MSE bidder.

Provisions such as seeking support
from another company by way of
technical collaboration, submission
of JV/ consortium bid, etc., wherever
allowed in the tender document shall
be available to all interested bidders
including MSEs. In those scenarios,
MSEs quoting on the strength of
technical collaborators will be eligible
for the benefits reserved for MSEs
(i.e. exemption from payment of EMD
and purchase preference). However,
in case of submission of
JV/Consortium bids by MSEs, in
order to avail the benefits reserved for
MSEs (i.e. exemption from payment
of EMD and purchase preference),
the MSE bidder shall have to rely on
their own strength or on the strength
of another MSE only to meet the
various tender requirement including
technical and financial evaluation
criteria. Further, in case of bid from
incorporated JV/consortium, in order
to avail the benefits, all the members
of the bidder i.e. incorporated
JV/consortium shall have to be
MSEs.
In case the bidder already has
experience of satisfactorily executing
similar contract for OIL INDIA
LIMITED with executed contract
quantity equal to or more than the
quantity mentioned in para 3.1.2 (i) &
(ii) above during last seven (07) years
reckoned from the original bid closing
date, then they should mention the
OIL’s contract No(s). in the technical
bid which have been successfully
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executed by them and need not
require to submit the documentary
evidence. The offer will be summarily
rejected, if the Bidder neither submits
the documentary evidences as above
nor indicates OIL’s last executed
contract number & date in their
technical bid.
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All other terms & Conditions remain unchanged.
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